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Aleph Working Group

August 18, 2010 Meeting, 248 Hesbugh Library

Agenda:

Aleph service pack rep change 2517 (perhaps 100-150 changes)

known issue with change item utility in Aleph 20; when you use change item utility it is not storing the

item status; there is a fix for this, referenced in a KB item

hold request notification fix: if a patron has item on hold, a pop-up message can be configured when

patron comes to desk, and this can be configured for that sublibrary or can be available anywhere in the

xxx50 libraries; it would be nice if this could be configured to tell staff member where the item is located

implementation held off until September/October; Aaron and Justin have had to concentrate on YBP EDI

approval work

NEXT SP: bring down September 29, implement by Oct.1; testing: Oct. 4-15, 2010

Aleph New Functionality Configuration: Tasks for Summer 2010 (continuation from MayJune ?
2010 meetings)

for the items that we were not able to fully configure, test and implement, these items need to be

prioritized and scheduled later Fall/Winter

Mary M.: Jennifer Brcka has asked about an authority change a few weeks ago and there was no

response: fix_doc_new_aut_007 configuration and implementation; not time critical, but interested in

using this

Leigh: 1) search keywords in headings, currently receives message "not enabled" when she tries this;

2) OPAC request list, new functionality in ACQ module, via order search tabs; Aaron: we currently don't

have this enabled at ND, so that would need to be set up; different than requestor ID functionality

3) new in v.19 access new vendor information tab on order form; Leigh does not see this tab in the GUI;

Tracey: booking final setup for classroom services; we need to set up opening hours for the specific

sublibraries we are interested in; this was working in 18, need to fix some things in 20 to get it to work;

Media Services and Hesburgh AV are priorities; perhaps start with AV folk since they are in-house and

then we can work with Amanda & Jason in Media Services;

Justin reported that there are some problems in running this reliably on Windows 7; installation hung

when trying to put files into win32 directories; Bill had to adjust domain rules (create policies AND adjust

local folder permissions) to allow this to successfully install on DCNS test machine; Tracey will contact

Amanda/Jason to find out who Bill should talk to about this; may also require changing specific netid

permissions on the domain

Bethel, Saint Mary's, Holy Cross desire to manage their own opening hours; doing with this would

overwrite tab17; Aaron has tested this;
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Implement course reserves for Holy Cross College

ILL/Document Delivery would like more integration between outgoing ILL materials, Aleph and ILLiad;

Pascal suggested that Collette could put in a On Ramp request to capture the desired functionality

scope and get this in the queue for future work;

Other issues:

new people do not seem to be coming in except for after the Thursday full loads; Justin is looking into

this, and in the meantime, we will switch to full loads M-W-F until it is resolved;

-- PascalCalarco - 17 Aug 2010
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